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ABSTRACT 
Central to the problem of elucidating the cortical mechanisms that mediate movement behavior is 
an investigation of the coordinate systems by which movement variables are encoded in the firing 
rates of individual motor cortical neurons. In the last decade, neurophysiologists have probed 
how the preferred direction of an individual motor cortical cell (as determined by a center-out 
task) will change with posture because such changes are useful for inferring underlying cordi-
nates. However, while the importance of shifts in preferred direction is well-known and widely 
accepted, posture-dependent changes in the depth of modulation of a cell's tuning curve, i.e. gain 
changes, have not been similarly identified as a means of coordinate inference. This paper devel-
ops a vector field fi'amework which, by viewing the preferred direction and the gain of a cell's tun-
ing curve as dual components of a unitary response vector, can compute how each aspect of cell 
response covaries with posture as a function of the coordinate system in which a given cell is 
hypothesized to encode its movement information. This integrated approach leads to a model of 
motor cortical cell activity that codifies the following four observations: 1) cell activity correlates 
with hand movement direction, 2) cell activity correlates with hand movement speed, 3) preferred 
directions vary with posture, and 4) the modulation depth of tuning curves varies with posture. 
Finally, the model suggests general methods for testing coordinate hypotheses at the single cell 
level and example protocols arc simulated for three possible coordinate systems: Cartesian spatial, 
shoulder-centered, and joint angle. 
Neural activity in the primary motor cortex (MI) of primates has been shown to correlate with 
multiple kinematic and kinetic parameters of multi-joint movement: direction (Georgopoulos et 
a!., 1982; Schwartz eta!., 1988; Ashe and Georgopoulos, 1994), movement speed (Schwartz, 
1993; Ashe and Georgopoulos, 1994), hand position (Georgopoulos and Massey, 1985; Caminiti, 
eta!., 1991; Ashe and Georgopoulos, 1994) , movement amplitude (Fu eta!., 1993; Fu eta!., 
1995), arm posture (Scott and Kalaska, 1997), force (Kalaska and Hyde, 1985; Kalaska eta!., 
1989; Georgopoulos et a!., 1992; Taira et a!., 1996; Sergio and Kalaska, 1997; Sergio and 
Kalaska, 1998), and target direction (Alexander and Crutcher, 1990; Shen and Alexander, 1997), 
among others. Further complicating the role of MI in motor behavior are the established correla-
tions with aspects of movement planning such as movement preparation (Alexander and Crutcher, 
1990a; Kettner eta!., 1996), target sequence information (Carpenter eta!., 1997), and rapid motor 
adaptation (Wise eta!., 1998). Cell activity, therefore, shows relations to a multitude of move-
ment variables that span the sensorimotor spectrum. 
As cells exhibit differing response sensitivities to each of these variables, delineating dis-
tinct components of cell response and analyzing them separately makes sense in an initial, 
descriptive phase of research. That way, one can potentially draw some conclusions about which 
variables are prominently represented by which cells. But even knowledge of the specific vari-
able or variables that correlate with cell activity does not fully specify the nature of the underlying 
representation, because a given movement variable could be represented by a cell in any of several 
possible coordinate systems. For example, movement direction can be represented as a spatial 
direction (Cartesian spatial coordinates), a combination of joint angle rotations Uoint angle coor-
dinates), or a collection of muscle length changes (muscle-space coordinates). Describing the 
encoding of a different variable, force, with these same three coordinate systems yields the alter-
native descriptions of Cartesian end-point forces, joint torques, and muscle forces. 
To elucidate a cell's role in the sensorimotor transformation, it is crucial to disambiguate 
between alternative coordinate descriptions of the same movement variable. For example, know-
ing whether those MI neurons whose projections form the pyramidal tract tend to transmit infor-
mation about movement direction in an extrapersonal spatial coordinate system or in an intrinsic 
skeletomuscular-based coordinate system constrains hypotheses about the function of such cells 
in the overall motor circuit. The problem of determining the underlying coordinate system for the 
encoding of specific movement information on the basis of cell response properties can be 
referred to as the coordinate inference problem. This paper develops a combination of analytic 
techniques and experimental strategies for solving this problem. It is important that the analysis 
be conducted at the single-cell level since brain regions do not appear to be homogenous with 
respect to coordinate representation (Crutcher and Alexander, 1990) and since the representations 
which mediate motor behavior are distributed, often in a graded manner, across extensive, over-
lapping cortical regions (Mushiake et al., 1991; Fetz, 1992; Kalaska and Crammond, 1992). Our 
current analysis is perhaps best suited to single cells in the arm-related area of primary motor cor-
tex (MI), in part because activity in MI seems to be more often related to aspects of movement 
execution whereas activity in the non-primary motor cortices is more often related to higher-level 
aspects of motor behavior (Tanji and Mushiake, 1996). 
Although more generally applicable, the methods in this paper will focus on the encoding 
of two movement variables, movement direction and movement speed, which together consti-
tute a unitary physical entity: the velocity vector. These two variables of motion are robustly rep-
resented in the activity of individual MI cells (Georgopoulos eta!., 1982; Schwartz et al., 1988; 
Schwartz, 1992; Ashe and Georgopolos, 1994; Moran and Schwartz, l999a). When Ashe and 
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Georgopoulos ( 1994) compared the relative strength of correlation of motor cortical activity with 
four movement variables -direction, speed, position, and acceleration- direction and speed, in 
that order, showed the strongest degree of correlation. 
Regarding the encoding of movement direction, it has been known for some time that a 
single instance of a cell's preferred direction cannot support coordinate inference since all coordi-
nate descriptions are locally valid (Mussa-Ivaldi, 1988). It has also been noted that multiple 
instances of preferred directions can be used to distinguish between coordinate systems (Caminiti 
eta!., 1990; Scott and Kalaska, 1997; Kakei eta!., 1999; Ajemian eta!., 2000). But while pre-
ferred directions have been correctly identified as a response feature important for adducing coor-
dinates, the depth of modulation of cell's tuning curve, i.e. a cell's gain, has gone essentially 
unrecognized as bearing on the coordinate inference problem. In fact, few interpretations have 
been offered as to what a cell's gain represents or why cellular gains change with posture as 
shown by studies (Caminiti eta!., 1990; Scott and Kalaska, 1997; Kakei eta!., 1999). Our vector 
field framework, in which a cell's gain is interpreted as a response property coupled to the cell's 
preferred direction, suggests that gain changes signify underlying coordinate transformations and 
thus play a critical role in solving the coordinate inference problem. This interpretation of cellu-
lar gain leads to a model of motor cortical activity which oi1'ers a parsimonious explanation of the 
dependency of cell firing rates on both movement direction and movement speed. 
METHODS 
Model and Approach. An Ml cell's directional tuning curve may be derived from the standard 
center-out task (Georgopoulos et a!., 1982) yielding an expression for the average movement-
related cell activity as a function of movement direction: 
u(ffi) = b0 + b 1 cos(ffi- (J)pd), (1) 
where '\l is the cell's firing rate, co is the movement direction, b0 is the average movement-related 
response, b 1 is the amplitude or depth of modulation of the tuning curve, and co,d is the preferred 
direction (pel), i.e. the movement direction in space that elicits the maximal cellular response. 
Georgopulos eta!. (1982) showed that the cosine tuning model resulted in a good fit for the activ-
ity modulation of many Ml neurons. The distribution of preferred directions (pels) across a popu-
lation of cells has been found to span the continuum of possible movement directions 
(Georgopoulos el a!., 1982; Schwartz eta!., 1988). These two results could be considered to sug-
gest that movement direction is encoded in a Cartesian spatial coordinate system. However, 
Mussa-Ivaldi (1988) showed that the observed cosine tuning would arise even if motor cortical 
cell activity is linearly related to the time rate of change of multiple muscle lengths. Therefore, 
spatial tuning does not necessarily imply a spatial coordinate representation. The idea that a cell 
encodes a spatial direction is further complicated by findings that pels vary with position (Caminiti 
eta!., 1990) and posture (Caminiti eta!., 1990; Scott and Kalaska, 1997). Ultimately, despite a 
diversity of experimental and theoretical studies, no consensus has emerged on the issue of coor-
dinates, and a variety of reference frames covering the sensorimotor spectrum have been impli-
cated for interpreting M1 cell activity (Bullock and Grossberg, 1988; Mussa-Ivaldi, 1988; 
Caminiti eta!., 1990; Schwartz, 1992, 1993, 1994; Tanaka, 1994; Scott and Kalaska, 1997; Kakei 
eta!., 1999). 
The complex nature of coordinate inference motivates an explicit distinction between two 
types of pel representation: a spatial pd and an internal pd. These concepts distinguish between a 
representation of direction as it is measured in the coordinate system utilized by the experimental-
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ist, the spatial pd, and direction as it exists in the coordinate system in which a cell operates by 
virtue of its placement in the nervous system, the internal pd. 
Spatial pd: A cell's spatial pel is that movement direction which gives rise to the maximal 
cell response when measured in the coordinate system utilized by the experimentalist. This coor-
dinate system is typically a Cartesian spatial coordinate system anchored with respect to the body 
and fixed with respect to the task space which, in the case of the center-out task, is the planar 
response surface. Throughout the rest of the paper, this coordinate system will be referred to as 
Cartesian spatial coordinates. It has been shown that the spatial pels of MI cells related to proxi-
mal arm movements change as a function of hand position (Caminiti et al., 1990) and arm posture 
(Caminiti et al., 1990; Scott and Kalaska, 1997). 
Intemal pd: An internal pel is that movement direction which gives rise to the maximal 
cell response, not in the coordinates of the experimentalist, but in whatever coordinates the cell 
actually encodes movement-related information by virtue of its output connections. The internal 
coordinate system might be Cartesian spatial coordinates, or it might instead be some other coor-
dinate system, such as a joint angle or muscle length coordinate system. For MI cells, the latter 
coordinates would afford a more direct coupling to the biomechanical variables controlled by tar-
gets of MI outputs to the spinal cord. Although the spatial pd reflects the internal pd, it is the 
internal pel which more properly describe's a cell's distinctive role in the sensorimotor transforma-
tion. 
Transformations exist which convert back and forth between coordinate descriptions. 
Using these transformations as well the distinction between an internal pel and a spatial pd, 
Ajemian et al. (2000) developed a vector field framework for investigating the issue of coordinate 
systems. In its original formulation, this framework addressed posture-dependent shifts in a cell's 
spatial pd. We will briefly summarize those results in the next section before extending the 
method to address posture-dependent changes in the depth of modulation of a cell's tuning curve, 
the dependence of cell firing rates on hand speed, and posture-dependent changes in the distribu-
tions of spatial pds. 
The model arm. Analyses in this paper assume a 2-joint or 2-degree-of-freedom (2-DOF) arm 
moving on a 2-D planar workspace situated within the horizontal plane passing through the shoul-
der. This 2-DOF planar ann is illustrated in Figure !A. Movement is effected by flexion/exten-
sion of the shoulder joint, 8, and flexion/extension of the elbow joint, <p. The mathematical 
details of the ann model are provided in Appendix A. The critical feature of the 2-DOF planar 
arm which simplifies our analysis is that hand positions map one-to-one to ann postures. Thus, the 
terms hand position and arm posture can be Ji·ccly interchanged since the former uniquely defines 
the latter, a situation which docs not hold in the case for motor redundant arms. 
Vector fields of spatial pds. One difficulty in ascribing coordinates to a cell on the basis of its 
response characteristics is that a single instance of a spatial pd is not sufficient for distinguishing 
between coordinate alternatives. For example, suppose at some reference posture that a cell's spa-
tial pel is measured as 30°. That movement direction in space can, through the appropriate trans-
formation, be converted into a movement direction in many internal spaces: for joint angle space, 
the movement direction can be converted into a ratio of joint angle rotations; for muscle-length 
space, the movement direction can be converted into a ratio of muscle-length changes; and so on 
for any explicitly defined coordinate system pertinent to the sensorimotor transformation. Thus, 
given a spatial pd at only one posture, all coordinate descriptions are equally valid and the com·cli-
nate inference problem is ill-posed. 
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Figure 1: (A) The 2-DOF planar arm at the reference posture of ( 0, <p) = (30°, 120°) corresponding to an 
end-effector location of (x, y) = (0, 15) _ The upper and lower arm lengths arc taken to be 15 em. The spatial pd 
for the sample cell at the reference posture is 150° . (B) Vector field of spatial pds for the sample cell under the 
assumption of Cartesian spatial coordinates. The spatial pd at the reference posture is contained in the thick grey box 
for this and the remaining vector field plots. All the other arrows arc predictions of the spatial pds at other locations 
based on the coordinate hypothesis. The arrows surrounded by the thin boxes arc sample spatial pd vector predictions 
which could be highlighted by the direct sampling method (sec Results). Note that for this coordinate system, spatial 
pds remain constant across the workspace. (C) Schematic of a shoulder-centered coordinate system. As the shoul-
der/hand axis rotates from one hand position to the next, the spatial pd rotates by an equivalent amount. (D) Vector 
field of spatial pds under the assumption of shoulder-centered coordinates. Note that spatial pels change across the 
workspace in accord with the shoulder rotation. (E) Vector field of spatial pds under the assumption of joint angle 
coordinates. Spatial pels change across the workspace in a pattern that distinctly differs from either of the other two 
coordinate systems. In addition, the magnitudes of the vectors change as well as the direction. 
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However, because tbe transformation between movement directions in the internal space 
and movement directions external space is in general posture-dependent, additional constraints 
can be imposed by spatial pel estimates obtained at multiple postures. If one imagines that a cell's 
internal pd is fixed (if, for example, a cell encodes a fixed ratio of joint angle velocities), then 
knowing its spatial pd at one posture allows unique predictions of the cell's corresponding spatial 
pd at all other postures in the workspace. This strategy is outlined in a four-step vector field 
method for distinguishing between coordinate systems. 
1) Measure a cell's spatial pd at a reference posture. 
2) Choose an internal coordinate system and map the cell's spatial pd in step l to an inter-
nal pel by means of the appropriate coordinate transformation. 
3) Move to a new posture and convert this same internal pel into its corresponding spatial 
pd using the reverse transformation between directions in the two spaces. Because of its posture 
dependence, this transformation will, in general, no longer be simply the inverse of the transfor-
mation in step 2. Thus the new spatial pd will differ from the spatial pel at the reference posture, 
even though the internal pel is constant. 
4) Perform step 3 for multiple postures whose corresponding hand positions sample the 
workspace for the 2-DOF planar arm. Determining a direction and a magnitude over a field of 
points yields a vectorjield of spatial pels. For a given cell, the coordinate-dependent vector field 
predictions can be compared to choose a coordinate system of best fit. 
The type of coordinate analysis contained in the steps above belongs to the branch of 
mathematics known as differential geometry. Intuitively, all we are saying is that constancy in an 
internal space leads to computable variation in external space. 
Results 
Below we define and plot vector fields of spatial pels for three internal coordinate systems: Carte-
sian spatial, shoulder-centered, and joint angle. Each illustrative vector field plot to follow is 
based on a simulated sample cell that has a spatial pel of 1200 at the reference posture (sec Figure 
lA). 
Cartesian spatial coordinates: It might be the case that the spatial pel and the internal pel 
are one and the same; that is, cells could encode movement direction in the same coordinate sys-
tem in which the experimentalist measures spatial pels. Spatial regularities that characterize pla-
nar reaches, such as straight-line motion and bell-shaped velocity profiles (Morasso, 1981 ), 
indicate that movement planning may occur in such a coordinate system. In this case, predicted 
spatial pels do not vary across the workspace because the identity transformation converts between 
the internal pel and spatial pels throughout the workspace. Figure lB plots a vector field under this 
assumption. 
Shoulder-centered coordinates: There are many possible coordinate systems defined 
either with respect to a spatial coordinate axis passing through the shoulder (Maioli and Lacqua-
nati, 1988; Soechting and Flanders, 1989) or to the orientation of the shoulder joint (Caminiti et 
a!., 1990; Tanaka, 1994 ). Figure I C illustrates how spatial pels are defined under the assumption 
of a spatial coordinate system whose axes rotate with respect to the line of action connecting the 
shoulder to the hand. As the hand moves from one workspace location to the next, the shoulder-
hand axis will rotate as will the coordinate system in which the internal pd is fixed; consequently, 
the measured spatial pel will undergo a similar rotation. Thus, the rotational transformation con-
verts between the internal pel and the spatial pel: the spatial pel at an arbitrary posture equals the 
spatial pel at the reference posture plus the angular rotation of the shoulder-hand axis between the 
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two postures. Figure !D is a plot of the vector field of spatial pels for the sample cell under the 
assumption of shoulder-centered coordinates. 
Joint angle coordinates: Psychophysical studies involving adaptation to force fields 
(Shadmehr and Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994; Gandolfo et al., 1996) have implicated joint-based represen-
tations in reaching movements. In this case, a cell may be tuned to a joint synergy or a fixed ratio 
of joint angle rotations. For example, a cell might discharge maximally for whatever movement 
direction corresponds to an elbow rotation rate that is three times the shoulder rotation rate. Such 
an invariant direction in joint angle space will correspond to different movement directions in 
Cartesian space depending upon the arm posture. The inverse Jacobian, as evaluated at the refer-
ence posture, converts an instance of a spatial pd into an internal pd, while application of the for-
ward Jacobian (also posture-dependent) generates the vector field by converting the internal pel 
into spatial pels throughout the workspace. Expressions for both transformations are shown in 
Appendix A. Figure IE is a plot of the vector field of spatial pels for the sample cell under the 
assumption of joint angle coordinates. Note that for some pairs of postures, the spatial pels are 
virtually opposite one another despite being reflections of a fixed internal pd. Also, unlike in the 
previous two plots, the magnitudes of the vectors change across the workspace. The next section 
provides a physiological interpretation of vector magnitude. 
We conclude this section by rewriting the tuning equation in a way that explicitly high-
lights the posture-dependence of a cell's spatial pel: 
u(m) = b0 + b1 cos(m- mpd(e, <p)) (2) 
where w,"(8, <p) is the cell's spatial pel as a function of arm posture. 
Gain Changes. While the center of a cell's tuning curve (let "center" of the tuning curve mean 
the spatial pel, w,") is a key component of cellular response, it is only one response feature. In 
particular, the height of a cell's tuning curve, represented by b 1 , is also used to describe center-
out response characteristics. Does this cellular response property lend itself to coordinate analy-
sis as well? 
Vectors possess a magnitude as well as a direction. Since coordinate transformations in 
general show posture-dependent scaling effects as well as directional effects, the length of spatial 
pel vectors will, in general, vary across the workspace. What, then, is the interpretation of spatial 
pel vector magnitude and how is this interpretation reflected as a cellular response characteristic? 
Just as the direction of a spatial pd vector represents the direction to which a cell is tuned, the 
magnitude of a spatial pd vector represents the magnitude or the degree to which the cell is tuned: 
i.e., the depth of modulation of the cell's tuning curve or the b 1 portion of Equation 2. Hereafter, 
the b 1 term will be referred to as the cellular gain because it scales the directional component of 
cell activity. 
Previously, a cell's spatial pel at a reference posture was converted into a fixed pel in an 
internal space ti·0111 which the cell's spatial pd over the workspace was computed using a posture-
dependent coordinate transformation. This analysis only extracted directional information from a 
method that more generally maps a fixed internal pd vector to a field of spatial pd vectors. 
Extending the method to a consideration of vector magnitudes, a spatial pel vector at the reference 
posture converts into an internal pd vector with a fixed internal gain; from this internal vector, the 
external gains (as well as directions) can be computed at all points in the workspace using the 
posture-dependent coordinate transformation. 
A more intuitive explanation of why vector field magnitudes automatically embody gain 
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changes is as follows. Snppose that a cell is tuned to a certain joint synergy in its internal space. 
It will respond maximally to movements corresponding to that internal direction while the inten-
sity of response will diminish to some minimum for movements corresponding to increasingly 
divergent directions. At a given posture, the magnitude of the difference between these maximum 
and minimum firing rates translates into a specific cellular gain. But suppose the arm assumes a 
new posture. There, the biomechanical advantage of the joint synergy is different, so an incre-
mental synergystic change in the joint angles of a fixed magnitude results in a larger or smaller 
spatial displacement of the end-effector at the new posture. Therefore, even if the general shape 
of the tuning curve remains unchanged, the tuning curve height will vary because the level of 
activity modulation in a spatially-defined task scales with the biomechanical advantage of the pre-
ferred joint synergy. For example, if a certain joint synergy is particularly ineffective at inducing 
hand motion in a certain posture, it would not be expected to yield large activity differences, in 
absolute terms, between movement in line with that synergy and movement away from it. The 
reverse would be true at postures where that same joint synergy was particularly effective at 
inducing hand motion. By definition, application of the Jacobian captures these posture-depen-
dent changes in biomechanical advantage as well as the directional shifts already noted. Thus, a 
fixed "internal gain" automatically translates into posture-dependent external gains via the vector 
field formalism. 
Gain changes have been found as the position of the hand (Caminiti et a!., 1990) and the 
arm posture (Scott and Kalaska, 1997) vary. In Scott and Kalaska (1997) where the center-out 
task was performed in a natural posture and an abducted posture, a majority (53%) of cells 
showed statistically significant gain changes between postures. A related study (Kakei et a!., 
1999) that looked at the preferred directions of wrist-related MI cells in three different postures 
showed that a majority (63.3%) of cells demonstrated gain changes of greater than 30% across 
posture. Further, both Caminiti et a!. ( 1990) and Scott and Kalaska ( 1997) reported cells that 
were tuned in one posture/position but not in another. In Caminiti et a!. ( 1990) where the center-
out task was performed from three different positions in the workspace, 25% of the cells were 
tuned in either one or two workspace locations but not all three. This loss of discernible direc-
tional tuning need not result from an unspecified switching process in which cells are actively 
tuned only in a certain postural region; instead, the phenomena of posture-dependent tuning may 
be accounted for more naturally by posture-dependent gain attenuation below the threshold 
required to make a determination of statistically significant directional modulation. Therefore, we 
suggest that those cells that lose their directional modulation in one or more postures arc display-
ing gain changes of an extreme type. 
From the perspective of the vector field framework, the observed widespread variability in 
cellular gain may result from a coordinate transformation with requisitely pronounced posture-
dependent scaling effects. Such a hypothesis can be explicitly tested because a fixed internal pd 
vector in a specified coordinate system gives rise to an external gain which varies over the work-
space in a characteristic manner. Thus, the value of the cellular gain at a reference posture predicts 
the gains at all other positions Uust as the spatial pel at the reference posture predicts the spatial pel 
at all other positions). Figure 2 provides an example of reconstructing the centers and depths of a 
cell's tuning curves from corresponding spatial pd vectors. In the figure, two spatial pel vectors 
are drawn from the vector field of spatial pels associated with a single hypothetical cell, and the 
tuning curves these spatial pd vectors imply arc indicated. Note that since the magnitude of the 
vector drawn from the vector field at posture Y is twice the magnitude of the vector at posture X, 
the gain of the tuning curve at posture Y is double the gain at posture X. 
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Posture X: / u(w) 
Posture Y: u(w) 
Figure 2: Vector representation of tuning curves. The center of a cell's tuning curve is simply the direction of 
the spatial pd vector, here 45 ° at posture X and 0° at posture Y. The depth of modulation of a cell's tuning curve is 
proportional to the magnitude of the spatial pel vector. Vector field analysis allows the gain of the tuning curve at any 
posture, e.g. Y, to be predicted from the center and gain of the tuning curve at the reference posture, e.g. X. 
For the three internal coordinate systems earlier defined, investigation of posture-depen-
dent gain changes yields several contrasting conclusions. Neither Cartesian spatial cells nor 
shoulder-centered cells will manifest gain changes since neither the identity transformation (asso-
ciated with Cartesian spatial coordinates) nor the rotational transformation (associated with shoul-
dCJ·-centered coordinates) exhibit posture-dependent scaling effects. Because a cell representing 
velocity vector information in either type of coordinate system has the same gain at all positions 
in the workspace, neither of these two coordinate hypotheses, by itself, can explain the gain 
changes observed in experimental studies. 
However, cells coding joint angle coordinates will exhibit significant gain changes across 
the workspace, since the Jacobian transformation introduces significant posture-dependent scaling 
effects. These effects can be analyzed to derive testable experimental predictions. Suppose that a 
cell is tuned at the reference posture to the following normalized joint synergy: ( 0~d ) . To com-
<Jlpd 
pute the corresponding spatial pd vector at an arbitrary posture, this joint synergy is multiplied by 
the Jacobian at that posture, and the magnitude of the resultant spatial pel vector is proportional to 
the cell's gain. This results in the following expression for a cell's gain, b1 , at an arbitrary posi-
tion in the workspace (see Appendix B for details): 
(3) 
where k I anc!k2 are the link lengths, r is the distance of the hand from the shoulder, EJ~d is the 
shoulder component of the joint synergy to which the cell is tuned, and <jl~d is the elbow compo-
nent of the joint synergy to which the cell is tuned. While the empirical implications of this 
expression arc not immediately obvious, straightforward analysis leads to clear experimental pre-
dictions. 
(I) The gain is a function of r with no additional dependence on x or y separately. In all 
cases, the gain changes will constitute a monotonically varying function of r; for some cells, the 
gain will increase (or remain the same) with increasing r, while for the remainder of the cells, the 
gain will decrease with increasing r. This prediction can be tested by directly sampling a cell's 
gain at different points in the workspace. 
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(2) The variation in gain systematically depends upon the joint synergy to which the cell is 
tuned. For example, Equation 3 implies that when the shoulder component of the joint synergy is 
large relative to the elbow component, the gain changes will be large; conversely, when the elbow 
component is large relative to the shoulder component, the gain changes will be small. Table I 
shows the link between a cell's joint synergy and predicted gain changes for a few sample cells. 
(3) Most importantly, since a cell's spatial pd at a reference posture maps to a joint syn-
ergy and since joint synergies map to gain changes, a mapping can be constructed between a cell's 
spatial pd at a reference posture and the gain changes it is predicted to undergo. Figure 3 depicts 
such a mapping constructed for the 2-DOF arm. Percent gain changes, as evaluated between two 
different radial distances, are plotted against spatial pd values at a reference posture. Positive gain 
changes indicate that a cell's gain increases with increasing radial distance. Note that cells whose 
spatial pds are clustered along the horizontal direction tend to exhibit large positive gain changes 
while cells whose pds are clustered along the vertical direction tend to exhibit more modest nega-
tive gain changes. 
Table 1: Predicted gain changes assuming joint angle coordinates for four cells: 
Reference pd (l <P gain: 1'=10 gain: r=15 gain: r=25 
180° 1.00 0.00 BI 1.50B 1 2.50B 1 
60° 0.00 -1.00 BI BI BI 
30° -0.71 -0.71 BI 1.26B 1 1.86B1 
275° -0.50 0.86 BI 0.92B 1 0.60B 1 
Table 1: Each row corresponds to an individual cell. The first column contains a cell's spatial pd at the rcfCrcncc 
posture ( ( 8, <p) = ( 30 °, 120 °) corresponding to ( x, y) = ( 0, 15) ) , from which the cell's normal izcdjoi nt 
synergy was computed. The components of that synergy (shoulder and elbow) arc listed in the next two columns, 
while the next three columns indicate the predicted gains at three different values of r, the distance of the hand from 
the shoulder. The gain at r = 10 is arbitrarily assigned a value of unity and the other two gains arc written as mul-
tiples of that gain. By reading across the table, one sees that the first cell, whose spatial pd of 180° corresponds to 
shoulder flexion (with no involvement of the elbow joint), is predicted to possess a gain at r = 25 which is 2.5 
times greater than the gain at r = 10. Such a discrepancy in gains is clearly discernible by experiment. On the 
other hand, a cell with a spatial pd of 60°, which corresponds to a joint synergy of elbow extension (with no involve-
ment of the shoulder joint), is predicted to possess the same gain at all points in the workspace. Subsequent rows of 
the table list additional cells with mixed joint synergies and the corresponding predictions of gain changes as a func-
tion of r. For some cells, the gain increases with increasing values of r, while for other cells the gain decreases; 
thus, some cells arc predicted to be strongly tuned in the outer portions of the workspace while other cells arc pre-
dicted to be strongly tuned at locations proximal to the shoulder. 
In short, Table 1 and Figure 3 indicate, as a function of internal pd, both the predicted gain 
changes of cells and, further, how these gain changes are predicted to correlate with spatial pd val-
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ues on a cell-by-cell basis. Therefore, the analysis of gain effects, in the context of the vector field 
framework, provides two additional means for comparing alternative coordinate systems. Neither 
Table l nor Figure 3 can be compared with any actual data, since nowhere in the literature has the 
linkage previously been made between a cell's absolute spatial pd at one posture and the gain 
change that was exhibited between two (or more) postures. 
Gain effects can be represented in a cell's tuning equation by the following modification of 
the standard cosine model: 
(4) 
where the cell's gain, b 1 has been replaced by a constant component, ~,and a variable compo-
nent, llitpd(8, <pJII, which is the magnitude of the posture-dependent spatial pd vector denoted as 
cGpc/(8, <p). As the posture varies,~ remains the same but llltpd(8, <plll changes, indicating that 
the cellular gain will change as well. From this point onward, the posture-dependence, (8, <p), 
will be implicitly assumed wherever (J)~'" or lllt1"1ll appear but will not be explicitly included in 
the notation so that the equations remain concise and readable. 
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Figure 3: Correlation between spatial pel values and gain changes. For a given cell, the gain is evaluated at two dir-
fcrent radial distances from the shoulder as the origin. Let G 10 denote the gain at a distance of 10 em. and G 20 
G G 
denote the gain at a distance of20 em. For this case, the percent gain change is defined as . ~~- ~ ) , so that 
mm 10• 20 
positive gain changes reflect increasing gains as r increases. Percent gain changes arc plotted against the spatial pd 
values at the reference posture in order to illustrate which cells experience which types of gain changes. The figure 
shows that a cell whose spatial pel is nearly horizontal (i.e., aligned with the x-axis) will exhibit large gain changes 
while a cell whose spatial pd is nearly vertical will exhibit more modest gain decreases. This plot was constructed for 
workspace locations at a radial distance of 10 and 20 em. respectively. If' the radial separation were increased, the 
percent gain changes would be ampliflcd. 
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Previous studies (Caminiti et al., 1990; Scott and Kalaska, 1997) investigated changes in a 
cell's preferred direction as a means to infer an underlying coordinate system. While variations in 
gain were noted, they were not identified as critically factoring into the coordinate inference prob-
lem. However, for the case of joint angle coordinates applied to the 2-DOF arm, the predicted 
shifts in a cell's preferred direction are much more difficult to detect experimentally than the pre-
dicted variations in a cell's gain. Specifically, for moderate postural changes (by "moderate" we 
mean hand position changes of 10-15 em), a typical shift in preferred direction is 35°-40°. 
Given that error bars on preferred direction determinations span roughly 20° (Kalaska, personal 
communication), these directional shifts arc empirically discernible but not robustly so. On the 
other hand, if one considers gain changes along a radial projection outward from the shoulder, a 
typical gain change for a moderate postural change stands at a much more distinguishable 50%. 
Thus, while both directional shifts and gain changes signify coordinate transformations, gain 
changes may serve as the more robust indicator for many coordinate systems. 
Neurophysiologists have tended to focus on a cell's preferred direction as the chief charac-
teristic of cell response. We have suggested an expanded perspective to response classification 
whereby a cell's preferred direction and its gain are viewed as dual components of a unitary 
response vector. By operating on these vector entities, the vector field formalism provides a com-
pact and conceptually integrated characterization of how two important cell response properties 
are predicted to vary across the workspace as a function of coordinate hypothesis. Compared to 
previous methodologies that concentrated solely on directional shifts, the consideration of gain 
changes provide an additional dimension by which to differentiate between coordinate systems, as 
does consideration of the cross-correlation between gain changes and spatial pd values. 
Speed Effects. Several experimental studies have shown cell activity to correlate with hand speed 
during multi-joint movements (Schwartz et al., 1992; Ashe and Georgopoulos, 1994; Moran and 
Schwartz, 1999a), and several modeling studies have indicated reasons to expect that this speed 
dependence interacts multiplicatively with the directional component of cell firing rates (Mussa-
Ivaldi, 1988; Bullock and Grossberg, 1988; Bullock et al, 1998; Zhang and Sejnowski, 1999). To 
further refine our model of cortical tuning, we proceed similarly by further decomposing the orig-
inal b 1 coeifrcicnt in the cosine model as follows: 
(5) 
where u is the instantaneous cell activity at timet, and II til is the magnitude of the hand velocity 
vector t. Equation 5 indicates that the modulatory component of a cell's iiring rate is scaled by 
the instantaneous hand speed in addition to the variable gain component. Such a dependence of 
cell firing rate on hand speed would be concealed by any lumped analysis of movement activity 
derived from the standard center-out task since speed profiles tend to be similar for straight line 
movements of the same amplitude. 
Directional coding for m·bitrary trajectories. In Schwartz (1992), monkeys were trained to(!) 
perform the standard center-out task, and (2) trace a variety of sinusoids. The movement direction 
varied continuously in the sinusoidal tracing task, and the instantaneous cell activity was found to 
vary in continuous accord with the angular difference between the movement direction and the 
preferred direction that was determined in the center-out task. This continuous correlation is not 
synchronous, but rather the cortical activity leads that portion of the movement path to which it 
shows a directional correlation by roughly I 00 msec on average (Schwartz, 1992; Ashe and Geor-
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gopoulos, 1994; Moran and Schwartz, 1999a), presumably because of the time it takes for a corti-
cal command to be implemented at the periphery. This result suggests that directional control is 
an important aspect of movement control and that instantaneous cell response will conform to the 
principles of broad directional tuning about a local preferred direction in arbitrary movement 
tasks that require continuous changes of movement direction. Factoring in this continuous direc-
tional correlation as well as the observed temporal lead, we can further refine the tuning model as: 
u(c6pd•t,t-'t) = b0 +~11tcoilllc6pdCt)llcos(co(t)-co""(t))) (6) 
where t denotes the time at which the hand movement parameters are being measured and 1: 
denotes the temporal offset. 
Equation 6 consists of the magnitudes of two vectors (the hand velocity vector and the 
spatial pd vector) multiplying the cosine of the angle between those vectors. This functional form 
suggests our final reformulation of the cosine tuning model: 
-7 :> ): -7 :> 
u(copd• v, t- -t) = b0 + -,(copd(t) • v(t)) (7) 
Equation 7 indicates that the time-shifted instantaneous firing rate of a cell during arbitrary hand 
motion equals a movement-related baseline firing rate, b0 (which is fixed), plus a constant, C,, 
times the dot product of the current hand velocity vector, t, and the spatial pd vector, oS pd, at the 
current hand position/posture. Such a dot product formulation of motor cortical cell activity is not 
original, as it was previously proposed by Mussa-Ivaldi (1988) and has recently been advocated 
by Zhang and Sejnowski (1999). However, the present treatment imparts specificity to these 
generic formulations by interpreting a cell's spatial pd vector as being drawn from a vector field 
whose structure is determined by a hypothesized intrinsic coordinate system. Given this specific 
interpretation, Equation 7 by itself captures four firing rate dependencies which characterize a 
large subset ofMI cells: 1) directional tuning (Georgopoulos et al, 1982; Schwartz et al., 1988); 2) 
correlation with hand speed (Schwartz, 1992; Ashe and Georgopoulos, 1994; Moran and 
Schwartz, 1999a); 3) variation of spatial pds with hand position (Caminiti et al., 1990) and arm 
posture (Scott and Kalaska, 1997); 4) variation of cellular gains with hand position (Caminiti et 
al., 1990) and arm posture (Scott and Kalaska, 1997). 
Experimental Design for Investigating Coordinates. Figures JB, 1D, and 1 E illustrate vector 
field predictions for a sample cell under the assumption of each of three coordinate systems. ls 
there a general way to characterize coordinate-dependent vector field structure without having to 
examine individual vector field differences on a cell-by-cell basis? Ajemian et al. (2000) explored 
one characterization by computing the curl of the vector fields generated by each coordinate 
hypothesis. The curl of a vector field is a local measure of the tendency for vectors in that field to 
rotate (Schey, 1973). For the three coordinate systems used, the curl values are quite distinct: for 
Cartesian spatial coordinates, the curl is constant at zero; for shoulder-centered coordinates, the 
curl is a variable that falls off with the distance from shoulder to hand; for joint angle coordinates, 
the curl is a non-zero constant, indicating a rotational tendency that remarkably remains constant 
throughout the workspace. 
The point of computing these curl values is not that one can actually empirically measure 
vector field curl as a means for distinguishing between coordinate systems. In fact, to estimate the 
curl at a single point would require a high-resolution sampling of the vector field which is not fea-
sible in practice. However, pronounced differences in vector field structure do indicate the viabil-
ity of using global workspace sampling procedures to capitalize on global variations in spatial pd 
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predictions for the purpose of differentiating between alternative coordinate hypotheses. Below 
are two such methods. 
Dh-ect field sampling. This method consists of determining spatial pds at a reference posture and 
a small number of other hand positions spread throughout the workspace, as in Figures IB, ID, 
and IE where the thick grey box denotes the reference posture and the smaller thin black boxes 
denote some other hand locations. On the basis of a cell's spatial pd vector measurement (both 
direction and gain) at the reference posture, each coordinate hypothesis makes predictions of the 
spatial pd vector values (both directions and gains) at the other hand positions. These predictions 
can be compared against the actual pd vector values using least mean-square error analysis to 
determine the coordinate system of best fit on an individual cell basis. Knowledge of vector field 
structure permits optimization of the discriminatory efficacy of the paradigm by enabling spatial 
pd vectors to be sampled at locations where they are predicted to differ most for the coordinate 
systems under consideration. 
Indirect field sampling: Curved movements that sweep broadly across the workspace visit many 
postures and so implicitly sample the workspace extensively. With a working model of cell activ-
ity over the course of arbitrary trajectories, one can predict, as a function of coordinate choice, the 
pattern of path-dependent cellular response across multiple curved movement paths and so evalu-
ate alternative coordinate hypotheses. Equation 7 provides such a model. Specifically, a cell's 
temporal response profile during the traversal of an arbitrary trajectory can be constructed by: (I) 
breaking the trajectory into a large number of small, approximately linear, path segments or bins; 
(2) determining the movement direction and movement speed within a given bin; and (3) applying 
Equation 7 to each of these path segments. As a result of coordinate-dependent differences in 
spatial pd vector field structure, the same movement trajectory will result in a different predicted 
response profile for different coordinate hypotheses. Therefore, the recorded activity along any 
movement arc can in theory be used to distinguish between alternative coordinate hypotheses. 
Although not all movement arcs will engender sufficiently dichotomous predictions to practically 
disambiguate between a given set of coordinate assumptions, foreknowledge of coordinate-depen-
dent vector field structure again enables one to custom design movement paths to optimize the 
discriminatory efficacy of this paradigm just as in the case of direct field sampling. Below we 
simulate cell activity during elliptic motion and indicate the advantages of such a protocol. 
Elliptical motion. Elliptical motions are useful for differentiating between coordinate systems, 
and, more generally, for investigating the overall dependence of cell firing rates on movement 
direction, tangential hand velocity, and intrinsic cellular coordinates. A two-stage experimental 
protocol (as in Schwartz, 1992; Moran and Schwartz, 1999b) is required for implementing this 
paradigm. In stage I of the protocol, the center-out task is run at a reference posture in order to 
determine a cell's reference spatial pd and its reference gain. In stage 2, cell activity is recorded 
while an elliptical path is traversed by the hand in both the clockwise and counter-clockwise 
directions. The spatial pd computed in stage I enables predictions of a cell's temporal response 
profiles in stage 2 as a function of each coordinate hypothesis, and the predicted response profiles 
can be compared to the actual response profiles on a cell-by-cell basis to determine the coordinate 
system of best fit. 
Elliptical trajectories possess several attributes that make them useful for differentiating 
between coordinate systems, and, more generally, for investigating the composite functional 
dependence of cell activity as indicated in Equation 7. First, the instantaneous movement direc-
tion over such a path spans the entire angular continuum, thereby ensuring that the response pro-
files will reflect the full range of directional modulation. Second, since elliptical trajectories can 
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be constructed so that the arm visits a broad range of postures within a single movement, alterna-
tive coordinate hypotheses will generate highly differentiated response predictions. Third, 
because of the periodicity of elliptical motion, the animal need not perform a stereotyped move-
ment multiple times (as in the center-out task where a movement in a specific direction is usually 
repeated five times) but can instead be instructed to extend a unitary movement cycle for multiple 
periods, thereby facilitating a robust observation of cellular discharge patterns. Finally, since the 
path curvature changes continuously in a systematic manner over the course of an ellipse, the 
inverse relationship between curvature and hand speed (Lacguaniti et al., 1983) allows a test of 
the hypothesis of speed modulation. 
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Figure 4: Elliptic motion. (A) The spatial configuration of the ellipse. Its traversal is simulated in both the clock-
wise and counter-clockwise directions. The dotted arc indicates the bounds of the workspace. (B) A plot of the 
radius of curvature as a function of x-coordinatc for the ellipse. (C). 'Dtngcntial velocity prof-Ile of the hand as it 
traverses one complete cycle of the ellipse. The speed is calculated from the radius of curvature by means of the 2/3 
power law, the application of which requires a constant of proportionality. We chose a constant such that the periph-
ery of the ellipse (with an arclength of 87 em) was traversed in one second Cor an average speed of 87 em/sec. If such 
an experiment were actually performed, the speed proflle could simply be determined as an empirical measurement. 
For our simulations, we assumed that the center-out task resulted in a population of model 
cells whose spatial pels spanned the angular continuum and whose gains assumed a broad range of 
values. Subsequently, given the parameters of a specific cell's tuning curve, the cells' temporal 
response profiles were simulated for each coordinate hypothesis during both counter-clockwise 
and clockwise traversal of the ellipse. Below are details of the simulatim1s. 
An elliptical path was used whose center corresponded to the point (0,20) in a Cartesian 
spatial coordinate system originating at the shoulder (see Figure 4A). The major (horizontal) axis 
of the ellipse was 36 em while its minor (vertical) axis was 18 em. The speed profile of the hand 
was modeled using the 2/3 power law (Lacguaniti et al., 1983) which relates the path curvature to 
the instantaneous movement velocity. (If the experiment were actually performed, there would be 
no need to model the speed profile in the simulations, since this type of kinematic data could be 
directly measured and separately compared to the predictions of the 2/3 power law.) Figure 4B 
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plots the curvature of the ellipse as a function of its x-coordinate and Figure 4C plots the corre-
sponding tangential velocity profile for one period of the ellipse assuming that the 2/3 power Jaw 
governs the motion. In applying the 2/3 power law, the constant of proportionality was chosen so 
that the hand would trace the 87 em. perimeter of the ellipse in one second. The movement path 
was broken up into fifty 20 msec bins over each of which the hand movement vector and the spa-
tial pd vector (derived ti·om the putative internal pd vector using the vector field approach) were 
taken to be constant. By plugging these two vectors into Equation 7, the predicted discharge rate 
for each bin was computed.Alternative coordinate hypotheses generated, for the same cell, radi-
cally different predictions of response profiles in the elliptical tracing task. For example, suppose 
a cell has the following tuning curve at the reference posture: 
u(w) = 30+20cos(W-0°); (8) 
that is, 0 is the cell's preferred direction in degrees (the direction of the spatial pd vector), 20 is the 
cell's gain (proportional to the magnitude of the spatial pd vector), and 30 is the cell's mean 
movement-related activity (assumed as a constant in this model but given a value for the sake of 
specificity). Figure 5A plots predicted temporal response profiles for this cell under the assump-
tion of Cartesian spatial coordinates and joint angle coordinates during two cycles of counter-
clockwise traversal of the elliptic path. Both response profiles are roughly sinusoidal with the 
same phase. However, two distinct differences in response are revealed by the plots. First, the 
joint angle coordinate hypothesis leads to a significantly greater modulation in firing rate. The 
difference between the maximum and minimum firing rates is 40 imp/sec under the assumption of 
joint angle coordinates as opposed to 30 imp/sec under the assumption of Cartesian spatial coordi-
nates. Secondly, the mean firing rate during the task is depressed under the assumption of joint 
angle coordinates relative to Cartesian spatial coordinates. Usc of the former leads to a mean fir-
ing rate of 21 imp/sec whereas use of the latter leads to a mean firing rate of 30 imp/sec. Note that 
the baseline level of movement-related activity as determined through the center-out task, b0 , has 
not changed; rather, the new task engenders different mean levels of task response depending on 
the coordinate hypothesis. 
Overall, the pronounced discrepancies in cell response outlined above stem from coOJ·di-
nate-dependent variations in the direction and magnitude of the spatial pd vectors as they interact, 
in the manner prescribed by Equation 7, with the sequence of path movement directions to gener-
ate the predicted cell behavior. Phrased more generally, cell parameters derived from one task 
translate into coordinate-dependent response predictions when applied to a new task. 
All cells exhibited differences, often quite pronounced, in their response properties as a 
function of coordinate system, although the form of the differences varied from cell to cell. For 
some cells, the mean level of cell response was similar under the alternative coordinate hypothe-
ses but other aspects of its response profiles- such as the number of peaks, the level of task mod-
ulation, the overall profile shape, etc. -differed radically (sec Figure 6). While there exists no 
simple manner for codifying response profile differences as a function of coordinate hypothesis, 
some overall features were observed to hold. For example, every cell demonstrated higher 
response modulation for joint angle coordinates than for either of the other two coordinate sys-
tems. In addition, cells with spatial pds ranging between 45° and -45° exhibited mean levels of 
activity that were noticeably segregated by coordinate hypothesis in the following manner: Carte-
sian spatial coordinates registered the greatest level of activity, joint angle coordinates registered 
the least activity, and shoulder-centered coordinates registered an intermediate level. For cells 
whose spatial pels ranged between 135° and 225°, the ordering of activity was reversed. Under 
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the assumption of shoulder-centered coordinates, cells with spatial pels near 0° or 180° respond 
similarly to Cartesian spatial cells while cells with spatial pels near 90° or 270° respond similarly 
to joint angle cells. 
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Figure 5: Predicted response profiles under two coordinate hypotheses for a sample cell whose tuning curve at the 
reference posture is taken to be '\l ( C!l) = 30 + 20 cos ( C!l- 0°) . (A) Response profiles when the ellipse is tra-
versed in the counter-clockwise direction under the assumption of both Cartesian spatial and joint angle coordinates. 
(B) Response profllcs when the ellipse is traversed in the clockwise direction under the assumption of both coorcli-
natc systcn1s. The response profiles differ significantly not only as a function of coordinate system but also as a func~ 
tion of path orientation. Under the assumption of Cartesian spatial coordinates, the response profile remains the 
samcs upon direction reversal, while under the assumption of joint angle coordinates, the response prof-Jlcs changes 
drastically with the clockwise path generating an apparent baseline elevated by 18 imp/sec. 
Simulation results also showed that coordinate-dependent differences in cell response 
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were strikingly accentuated by reversing the direction of path traversal. While reversing the hand 
direction from counter-clockwise to clockwise did not change the mean activity level of any cell 
under the assumption of Cartesian spatial coordinates, the mean activity level did shift and some-
times shifted dramatically for the case of joint angle coordinates. For example, Figure 5B shows 
a model cell whose mean activity level does not change upon direction reversal under the assump-
tion of Cartesian spatial coordinates but increases from 21 imp/sec to 39 imp/sec upon direction 
reversal under the assumption of joint angle coordinates. This stark contrast in predicted response 
properties upon direction reversal provides a straightforward means for choosing between hypoth-
eses. See Appendix C for a detailed explanation of why these shifts arise. 
To summarize, distinct coordinate-dependent predictions were made for cell response in 
an elliptical motion task, and these predictions can be compared, on a cell-by-cell basis, to actual 
cell response to determine the coordinate system of best fit. More generally, this section illus-
trates the approach of translating cell parameters in one task into coordinate-dependent response 
predictions in another task. 
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Figure 6: Predicted profile for another cell under two coordinate hypotheses during countcr~clockwisc motion. The 
tuning curve for this cell is u( (J)) = 15 + 20cos ( (J) -- 90°). Note how the joint angle response demonstrates 
greater modulation and sharper burst-like properties than the Cartesian spatial response, although the effective base-
lines arc roughly equal. 
Population distribution of preferred directions. Since the assumption of an internal coordinate 
system can predict variations in the preferred direction of an individual cell, it can also predict 
variations in the distribution of preferred directions over a population of directionally-tuned cells. 
The single cell analysis required an instance of a cell's spatial pd at a reference posture; from this 
observation, an internal pd could be inferred through a coordinate transformation and predictions 
made for the spatial pds across the workspace. Analogously, the population level analysis 
requires a determination of the distribution of preferred directions at a reference posture to enable 
predictions of posture-dependent distributional variations. Some studies have revealed distribu-
tions which are unimodal (Georgopoulos et al., 1982) or bimodal (Scott and Ka1aska, 1997) while 
others have demonstrated a more uniform distribution (Lurito et al., 1991 ). Although none of 
these studies confined arm motion to within the task plane as is the case for our model 2-DOF pla-
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nar arm, a roughly uniform distribution of preferred directions at a central posture seems like a 
reasonable assumption. We adopt this assumption in our simulations in order to be specific yet 
realize that this distributional determination remains an empirical matter and deviations from uni-
formity would not be surprising. Whatever distribution exists at the reference posture, the vector 
field approach can determine how that distribution systematically varies. 
Under the assumption of Cartesian spatial coordinates, individual preferred directions do 
not change; therefore, the population distribution does not change either and the distribution at the 
central posture is maintained throughout the workspace. Under the assumption of shoulder-cen-
tered coordinates, individual preferred directions do rotate, but since each preferred direction 
rotates by an equal amount, the population distribution remains unchanged. 
When joint angle coordinates are assumed, however, significant alterations in the popula-
tion distribution will occur since the Jacobian rotates joint angle velocity vectors in a highly non-
uniform manner. Figure 7 A plots, for the case of joint angle coordinates, the distributions of pre-
ferred directions at six workspace locations for a sample population exhibiting a uniform distribu-
tion at a central posture. Each distribution is represented by a polar histogram plot in which the 
angular component of each wedge corresponds to a range of preferred directional values and the 
radial component corresponds to the number of cells possessing pds within that range. The origin 
of each polar plot represents the workspace location at which the simulated distribution of spatial 
pds is computed. At workspace locations away from the reference location, the uniform distribu-
tion of preferred directions becomes skewed in a systematic manner: 
1) The uniform reference distribution is transformed into elliptical distributions through-
out the workspace. 
2) The degree of skewing is a function of the distance from the hand to the shoulder. 
When the hand is located between 12 - J 8 em. away from the shoulder, the distributions are rea-
sonably uniform, while at hand locations outside that range, the distributions are significantly 
skewed. The further outside that range the hand is located, the more highly non-uniform the dis-
tributions become. 
3) For outer workspace locations (radius r greater than that at the reference posture), the 
major axis of each elliptical distribution is oriented perpendicularly to the radial projection from 
the shoulder to the hand; for inner workspace locations, the major axis of each elliptical distribu-
tion is colinear to the radial projection from the shoulder to the hand. 
The resultant field of distributions exhibits a highly patterned geometrical structure which 
reflects the underlying symmetries of the Jacobian matrix. Appendix D elaborates on these sym-
metries and derives the properties of the spatial pd distributions enumerated above. 
In generating Figure 7 A, a uniform distribution of spatial pds at the reference posture is 
transformed into a distribution of internal pds from which the spatial distributions at other work-
space locations is computed. The uniform distribution in space will not transform into a uniform 
distribution in the internal space due to the application of the inverse Jacobian transformation. 
Figure 7B shows the internal distribution plotted in a coordinate system whose axes correspond to 
the shoulder rotation rate and elbow rotation rate. A direction in this coordinate system indicates 
the relative shoulder and elbow components of the joint synergy to which a cell is tuned. As the 
plot shows, the most prevalent joint synergies are those composed of equal parts shoulder exten-
sion and elbow flexion or those composed of equal parts shoulder flexion and elbow extension. 
Synergies consisting of roughly equal percentages of shoulder and elbow extension or of shoulder 
and elbow flexion are Jess numerous, as arc synergies corresponding primarily to single joint rota-
tion. Since bi-articular muscles induce the same type of direction of rotation in both spanned 
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joints, their action alone could not produce this type of a distribution. Instead, if such a distribu-
tion were to exist in the internal space, some higher level functional grouping would be implied 
whereby flexor muscles for one joint and extensor muscles for the other joint are synergistically 
innervated through the action of individual cortical neurons. 
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Figure 7: Distributions of pels assuming spatial uniformity. (A) Polar plots of the distributions of spatial pels at six 
different workspace locations assuming a uniform spatial distribution at a central reference posture. The distributions 
vary in an orderly and symmetrical fashion that reflects the underlying symmetries of Jacobian when the upper and 
lower ann segments arc roughly equal in length .. (B) The corresponding internal distribution of cells that engenders 
a uniform distribution at the reference posture. Note the pronounced asymmetry in joint angle space with a bias 
towards the axis that corresponds to opposing motions about the two joints. Motion along that axis could not be 
induced by cells which activated individual bi-articular muscles since such muscles tend to induce either f-lexion or 
extension about both joints. Instead, if such an internal distribution actually exists, some higher level modularization 
of the motor periphery, possibly mediated by the spinal circuitry, would be required to generate a prevalence of joint 
synergies along the axis indicated. 
Although we assumed a uniform distribution of spatial preferred directions at a reference 
posture and from that computed an internal distribution, we could alternatively posit a uniform 
distribution in the internal space and compute the corresponding spatial distributions, including 
the spatial distribution at the reference posture. Figure 8B shows the spatial pel distributions that 
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result from the assumption of uniformity in the internal space (depicted in Figure 8A). Note that 
the distributions in Figure 8B are more highly skewed than the distributions in Figure 7 A. In fact, 
the spatial distributions generated by the assumption of a uniform internal distribution never 
themselves approach uniformity and, with the exception of a small range of hand placements 
close to the shoulder, are everywhere more skewed than their counterparts generated from the 
internal distribution in Figure 7B (see Appendix D for details). Therefore, if a uniform spatial 
distribution is revealed at any point in the workspace and if joint angle coordinates are hypothe-
sized, then the underlying internal distribution must be significantly skewed. Further, a finding of 
uniform spatial distributions throughout the workspace would provide support for the hypothesis 
of a spatially-based coordinate system. 
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Figure 8: (A) The polar plot of a uniform distribution of pds in joint angle space. (B) The spatial pd distributions at 
the same workspace locations as in Figure 8A when a uniform distribution in the internal space is assumed. These 
distributions arc considerably more skewed than their counterparts in Figure 7 A, particularly towards the periphery of 
the workspace. Even the distribution at the central reference posture demonstrates a strong bias. Ultimately, the spa-
tial pd distributions must be determined cn1pirically, although coordinate analysis can determine whether the varia-
tion of distributions across the workspace is consistent with a particular coordinate hypothesis. 
Population vector encoding. The population vector algorithm, or PYA, that was introduced by 
Georgopoulos et el. (1983) as a predictor of hand movement direction based on ensemble cell 
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activity, has proven to be a reliable estimator of movement direction in a variety of behavioral 
conditions (for review, see Georgopoulos, 1995). Several studies have investigated the constraints 
under which the population vector direction matches the hand movement direction (Georgopoulos 
et al., 1988; Mussa-Ivaldi, 1988; Sanger, 1994). These theoretical analyses indicate that bimodal 
distributions of preferred directions, such as those shown in Figure 7 A and 8B, will not lead to a 
perfect correspondence between the population vector direction and the hand movement direc-
tion. However, while the PYA theoretically fails when applied to a population of cells whose pre-
ferred directions are bimodally distributed, a more salient issue is whether or not the PYA, as an 
aggregate estimator of movement direction, is sufficiently robust to maintain a "good" representa-
tion of movement direction despite strong bimodality. 
To address this question, we simulated the center-out task using the bimodal distributions 
shown in Figures 7 A and 8B and compared the hand movement directions with the computed 
population vector directions. The results showed that the PYA remained a good predictor of 
movement direction. For each of the distributions shown in Figure 7 A, the discrepancy between 
the population vector direction and the movement direction, averaged over all eight movement 
directions in the center-out task, never exceeded 12 ° . Such discrepancies lie within the apparent 
margin of error arising in previous studies where the PYA was implemented. For the more 
skewed bimodal distributions in Figure 8B, the discrepancies were slightly higher but still never 
exceeded 19°. Thus, unless a distribution of preferred directions is severely skewed, the PYA 
will produce a good representation of movement direction. 
DISCUSSION 
Formulating explicit models of cell firing rates as a function of global movement variables 
remains a daunting task given the manifold functional dependencies exhibited by cortical cells in 
a variety of behavioral contexts (See Introduction). This paper restricts the analysis to the repre-
sentation of movement direction and speed- which together constitute a unitary physical entity, 
the movement velocity vector······· since both variables have been shown to robustly account for a 
large percentage of the variance of cell discharge in a large subset of Ml cells (Georgopoulos et 
al., 1982; Schwartz et al., 1988; Schwartz, 1992; Ashe and Georgopoulos, 1994; Moran and 
Schwartz, 1999a). We suggest that a cell's preferred direction and the depth of modulation of its 
directional tuning curves - two experimenally-determined parameters commonly used to 
describe the encoding of direction ·---- can be viewed as dual aspects of a single spatial pel vector. 
Further, if one hypothesizes individual cell activity to encode its movement information in an 
internal coordinate system, the pattern by which a cell's spatial pel vector varies across the work-
space serves as a signature of those underlying coordinates. Finally, we proposed a model of cell 
firing during the traversal of an arbitrary trajectory. In this model, the instantaneous level of cell 
discharge depends upon the clot product of a cell's local, posture-dependent, spatial pel vector 
(drawn from a vector field of spatial pels) and the current hand movement vector. The following 
four observations are codified by the model: (1) cell activity varies with direction; (2) cell activity 
varies with hand speed; (3) preferred directions change as a function of hand position and/or arm 
posture; and ( 4) cellular gains change as a function of hand position and/or arm posture. Two of 
the four properties are incompatible with the postulate of spatial coordinate coding which, how-
ever, may hold for Ml cells that do not exhibit all four properties. 
With this general model of cell activity as a function of internal coordinates, experiments 
can be designed to test the goodness of fit of multiple coordinate systems on a cell-by-cell basis. 
Direct sampling experiments probe the structure of a cell's vector field of spatial pels by mcasur-
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mg tuning curves at multiple points in the workspace, while indirect sampling experiments 
implicitly explore a cell's vector field of spatial pds by comparing activity across large-scale 
movement trajectories. In both cases, the vector field framework explicates structural predictions 
implicit in coordinate hypotheses and facilitates the design of experiments that can effectively dis-
ambiguate between a specified set of coordinate hypotheses. In this paper, we illustrated one such 
experiment involving elliptical motion and simulated its results under the assumption of alterna-
tive coordinate hypotheses. 
The methodology contained in this paper is designed for determining the coordinate sys-
tem in which an individual cell encodes the movement velocity vector and thus is not coupled to 
any expectation that all cells within a given brain region code in the same coordinate system. In 
fact, for any general method of analyzing coordinates, it is important that the analysis be con-
ducted at the single cell level since experiments strongly suggest that brain regions are representa-
tionally inhomogenous (e.g., Alexander and Crutcher, 1990). Further, there is no guarantee that 
cells utilize invariant coding strategies across diverse movement tasks. In fact, accumulating evi-
dence for representational plasticity (Wise eta!., 1998), and the profound overtraining that occurs 
in some neurophysiological studies, combine to suggest that motor control problems are solved by 
the adoption of task-dependent strategies which utilize task-dependent coordinate decompositions 
of the sensorimotor transformation. Viewed from this perspective, the implication of a particular 
representational scheme need not signify a functionally invariant role for a given cell within the 
overall motor circuit, but instead underlies an alterable cortical configuration adaptively assumed 
upon imposition of a repetitive behavioral milieu. 
Although a cosine (which was generalized as a dot product) was employed throughout this 
paper to model cellular tuning curves, the vector field framework is more generally applicable to 
functional expressions for directional modulation beyond the standard cosine. By itself, a spatial 
pd vector embodies two aspects of cellular response - the center of the tuning curve and the 
depth of its modulation - independent of any functional formulation. Further, the vector field 
framework implies that these aspects of cellular response are transformed across the workspace 
via a coordinate hypothesis, without any implication regarding the precise mathematical formal-
ism that best captures the observed directional modulation. Given that motor cortical cells may be 
less broadly tuned than previously thought (Amrikian and Georgopoulos, 1998) and thus that trig-
onometric functions, though a natural representation for movement variables in space, may not be 
ideally suited for describing cellular directional modulation, the ability to address posture-depen--
dent alteration of response properties in a function-independent manner is a desirable attribute of 
our model. 
While the mathematical framework presented in this paper was specifically developed for 
the analysis of arm movements, the computational techniques can be extended to a consideration 
of wrist movements or other forms of end-effector motion. Recently, Kakei et al. (1999) con-
ducted a comprehensive direct-sampling study in which the preferred directions of wrist-related 
motor cortical cells during the final I 00 ms. before movement onset were determined in three dif-
ferent wrist postures: pronated, supinated, and mid (halfway between the pronated and supinated 
postures). On the basis of the shifts in spatial pels, most cells were grouped into two different cat-
egories: a large class of extrinsic-like cells, which exhibited relatively small shifts in pds across 
postures, and a smaller class of muscle-like cells, which exhibited shifts in pels similar to the shifts 
of individual muscle pels determined from the directional modulation of EMG activity. In light of 
previous results on the coordinate systems utilized by cells involved in both wrist movements 
(Evarts, 1968; Cheney and Fetz, 1980) and arm movements (Scott and Kalaska, 1997; Ajemian et 
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a!, 2000), and given the more focused pattern of connectivity from wrist-related motor cortical 
cells to alpha motoneurons as compared to arm-related cells (Kuypers, 1981 ), the excess of extrin-
sic-like cells over intrinsic cells in Kakei eta!. ( 1999) may seem particularly surprising. 
Kakei et a! (1999), however, did not factor gain changes into their formulation of coordi-
nate system hypotheses. In fact, 61% of the extrinsic-like cells were found to exhibit significant 
shifts in gain, a number similar to both the 66% of muscle-like cells that exhibited such gain 
changes and the 74% of forearm muscles that exhibited gain changes in their EMG activity. From 
the perspective of the vector field framework, the presence of gain changes indicate by themselves 
the occurrence of a coordinate transformation, perhaps one from a muscle-based coordinate sys-
tem to a spatial one. This hypothesis is further supported by the finding in Kakei et a!. ( 1999) that 
response properties other than pds shifts (such as onset latency, threshold for evoking muscle con-
traction, and general profile shape) were similar between the two cell populations. Nevertheless, 
it remains to be seen whether a muscle-based explanation of the Kakei et a!. (1999) data can 
engender the clearly bimodal distribution of pd shifts that was observed. More work is required to 
understand the important results contained in Kakei et a!. ( 1999). 
The framework developed here is applicable to any well-defined kinematic coordinate sys-
tem implicated in the sensorimotor transformation, not just the three considered above. For exam-
ple, a coordinate system based on muscle lengths could be treated, given (1) a detailed 
biomechanical muscle model capable of relating individual muscle length changes to end-effector 
displacement across a broad postural range, and (2) knowledge of (or assumptions about) the 
recruitment patterns by which individual cortical cells innervate their target muscles. With this 
information in place, transformations from muscle length coordinates to Cartesian spatial coordi-
nates can be derived and subsequently used to generate vector fields of spatial pds. 
Beyond analyzing purely kinematic coordinate systems, the vector field framework can 
also investigate hypotheses concerning the encoding of information about movement dynamics, 
such as muscle forces or muscle activities. Studies have shown that the activity of many proximal 
arm-related MI cells is modulated in response to variable force conditions imposed upon the arm 
during movement (Kalaska eta!., 1989; Sergio and Kalaska, 1998; Bullock eta!., 1998; Todorov, 
2000a). Theoretically, direct sampling experiments examining spatial pels derived from the cen-
ter-out task can be used to probe hypotheses that individual motor cortical cells encode muscle 
force or muscle activation. However, to perform such an analysis for muscle-based coordinate 
systems requires knowledge of the posture-dependent inertial, viscous, and elastic forces involved 
in center-out hand movements, as well as a cletailecl biomechanical muscle model and an under-
standing of cortical recruitment patterns. Obtaining reliable information of this type remains an 
area of ongoing research in motor control. 
Toclorov (2000a) instantiated a model of direct cortical activation of muscles by making 
rough approximations to the aforementioned quantities and by conducting a local analysis in spa-
tial coordinates. Based on the simple assumption that MI cells provide a feedforwarcl prediction 
of the muscle activation necessary to generate the state-dependent muscle forces required for task 
performance, the model of Todorov (2000a) addressed a wide array of experimental results in a 
parsimonious manner, although the merit of several model premises has been debated on both 
sides (Moran and Schwartz, 2000; Georgopoulos and Ashe, 2000; Todorov, 2000b ). Because the 
model, as a local analysis, does not address the issue of coordinate systems and thus bypasses the 
inherent complexities introduced by skeletomuscular geometry, it cannot clarify or make predic-
tions of posture-dependent changes in cell response properties. From the perspective of this 
paper, these posture-dependent response properties are crucial for investigating functional hypoth-
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eses, not just about the role of MI pyramidal tract neurons, but about the role of neurons in non-
primary motor areas, parietal areas, and other brain regions implicated in various aspects of the 
sensorimotor transformation. 
Given the strong dependence of MI cell activity on force not just during movement tasks 
but during isometric and postural fixation tasks as well (Kalaska and Hyde, 1985; Kalaska et a!., 
1989; Georgopoulos eta!., 1992; Taira eta!., 1996; Sergio and Kalaska, 1997), one might wonder 
whether the majority of the analysis of MI movement-related cell activity should be conducted 
with kinetic variables in mind. To be sure, the importance of a representation of movement 
dynamics in Ml cannot be disputed. However, Kalaska et a!. (1989) showed that MI cells exhib-
ited a broad spectrum of load-related effects that ranged from responses which were nearly load-
insensitive to responses in which the load-related component exceeded the movement-related 
component. In fact, Kalaska and colleagues speculated, on the basis of some preliminary evi-
dence, that cells within this response continuum might be topographically organized along a ros-
trocaudal gradient, the caudal pole of which lies in the rostral bank of the central sulcus, with 
different classes of neurons (phasic vs. tonic/phasic-tonic) more prominently represented at 
opposing ends of the spatial gradient. As a potential explanation of these observations, Kalaska et 
a!. (1989) suggested that MI cells may encode both kinetic and kinematic information to varying 
degrees as determined by cell location and possibly cell type. This idea would imply that both 
kinematic and kinetic analyses need to be utilized in order to better understand MI cell activity. 
Consistent with this perspective, Bullock et a!. (1998) put forward a circuit model of movement 
behavior whereby diverse cell types, which differentially contribute to kinematic and kinetic 
aspects of movement control, coexist in MI. 
Less mixed cases may be found elsewhere. In contrast to the highly load-modulated 
responses of Ml cells in movement tasks, Kalaska et a!. ( 1990) showed that (I) the responses of 
individual proximal-arm related neurons in parietal area 5 were relatively load-insensitive and (2) 
the overall population-level signal in parietal area 5 correlated with purely kinematic attributes of 
movement. These findings led Kalaska and colleagues to suggest a possible hierarchical scheme 
for movement planning in which parietal area 5 contributed to kinematic aspects of movement 
while much of MI was involved in movement dynamics. Whether or not this scheme is actually 
implemented by the motor system, the relatively exclusive covariation of cell response in parietal 
area 5 with kinematic attributes of movement makes that brain region another appropriate site for 
application of the kinematic coordinate analysis outlined above. In fact, the vector field frame-
work of this paper can be applied to analyzing cell discharge in any of the several brain regions 
which have been implicated in the representation of kinematic movement plans. 
APPENDIX 
A Equations for 2-DOF planar arm 
The hand position can be uniquely represented either by spatial coordinates (x, y) (with the 
shoulder defined as the origin) or by joint angle coordinates, (6, <p). The forward kinematic map-
ping from postures (6, <p) to hand positions (x, y) is given by: 
x = k1 cos6 + k2cos(6 + <p) 
)' = k I sin 6 + k2 sin ( 6 + <p) 
(AI) 
(A2) 
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and the inverse kinematic mapping from hand positions to postures is given by: 
e = atan(~)- acos(/ + k7 + k;J 
x 2k 1r 
(A3) 
(
r
2 
-k7 -k;J 
<p = acos 2kl k2 ' (A4) 
where k 1 and k2 denote the lengths of the proximal and distal arm segments, respectively, and the 
shoulder to hand distance r = J x2 + /. We assume joint angle ranges such that -~ < e < 3
4
n 
and 0 < <p < n . 
The Jacobian, defined as 
df' 
. I dfl 
J(G,<p) = ae d<p 
df2 df 
. 2 
(AS) 
ae d<p 
becomes: 
J [ 
-k I sin ( 8) - k2 sin ( 8 + <p) 
• (G,<p) = 
k 1 cos c e) + k2 cos c e + <p) 
(A6) 
1~tking the inverse of the above matrix gives us the following expression for the inverse I acobian: 
J-1 1 [ k2 cos ( e + <p) k2 sin ( e + <p) l , (8, <p) = . (A7) 
klk2sm<p -k 1cos(G)-k2 cos(G+<p) -k 1sin(G)-k2 sin(8+<p) 
Substituting Equations A 1 and A2 into A6 allows the Jacobian to be rewritten in a compact form 
that involves end-effector coordinates as well as joint angles:: 
J ( - )' k I sin 8 - y J (G,<p)= x x-k1cos0 (AS) 
B Cellular gain for the joint angle coordinate hypothesis 
. ;j' 
Denote a cell's internal pd or normalized joint synergy as ( 8 ~d). Multiplying this joint synergy 
<\lpd 
by the Jacobian shown in Equation AS yields the following spatial pel vector: 
(x) = (- y~'';,d -k2sin(G + <p) ~~d) 
Y xe pd + k2 cos(G + <p) <pj;d 
The magnitude of this spatial pd vector, which is proportional to the cellular gain, is: 
llc0pc~(x,yJII = (-ye'~"' -k2 sin(8+<p)<\J~d )2 +(xe'';," +k2 cos(G+<p)<\J~d )2 
Expanding the above expression and combining terms leaves: 
(A9) 
(AlO) 
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(A II) 
where r = J i + /. Equations A I and A2 can be utilized to simplify the last additive term in 
the square root: 
JJibpdJJ r26'';"' 2 + k; <jl~d 2 + 2k2 B~"' <jl~d (k 1 cos<p + k2 ) (Al2) 
Substitution with Equation A4, together with expanding and combining terms, leaves Equation 3 
in which the gains depends only on r and on the joint synergy. 
C Cell response following trajectory reversal 
Figures 5 shows that significant changes in a cell's response profile occur merely when the hand 
reverses direction for the assumption of joint angle coordinates. To understand this finding, note 
that a path reversal will I) rotate the path movement direction at all points along the trajectory by 
180° while the spatial pd vectors sampled along the trajectory remain the same, and 2) reverse the 
order by which points are traversed. Regarding the first point, a 180° rotation of the movement 
direction changes the sign of the dot product term in Equation 7 on a bin-by-bin basis. The 
remaining term in Equation 7 is b0 which, as a baseline movement-related activity term, is taken 
to be a constant across all bins and unchanged by the direction reversal. Thus, changing the sign 
of the dot product on a bin-by-bin basis reflects the task-modulated activity in each bin about b0 . 
If the overall response profile is symmetric about b0 , then this reflection of symmetric activity 
about b0 together with a reversal in the order in which points are traversed, results only in an 
overall phase shift of the response profile without changing its shape. However, if the overall 
response profile is not symmetric about b0 , then the path reversal results in ref1ecting the asym-
metry about b0 and generating a new response profile whose mean activity level has been corre-
spondingly shifted. The response profile will always be symmetric under the assumption of 
Cartesian spatial coordinates because of the symmetry of the cosine function when the spatial pd 
remains constant while the movement direction changes in the periodic manner characteristic of 
elliptic motion. For all other coordinate hypotheses, the response profile will not always be sym-
metric, and depending upon the cell and the specific choice of coordinates, these shifts can be dra-
matic. Under the assumption of joint angle coordinates, the mean activity for the cell whose 
response profiles arc simulated in Figure 5 jumps from 21 imp/sec to 39 imp/sec when the direc-
tion of traversal switches from counter-clockwise to clockwise. 
D Analysis of distributional skewing 
Note from Equation A4 that <p is only a function of r, which makes sense from a geometric stand-
point because a rotation of the whole arm is the same thing as a rotation of the shoulder while 
keeping the elbow constant. The Jacobian will correspondingly reflect this rotational symmetry 
under a fixed <p. Specifically, let R(y) depict the rotation matrix of angle y: [cosy -sinyl. Then 
smy cosy J 
it follows that J (0 2, <p) = !?(02 - 0 1 )J (0 1, <p). 
We consider the case where a uniform distribution of spatial pds at the reference posture is 
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assumed. To convert a spatial pd at the reference posture into a spatial pd at another posture, the 
following transformation is applied: J (6, <p)T 1 (6R, <pR), where (8R, <pR) denotes a specific ref-
erence posture while (8, <p) denotes an arbitrary posture. To compute the major axis of the distri-
bution at a point in the workspace, one would have to compute at that point the first left singular 
vector of the transformation. However, the rotational symmetry of the Jacobian spares us from 
having to perform this calculation at every posture. Specifically, if we have calculated the first left 
singular vector at ( 8 1, <p) , then the first left singular vector at ( 82, <p) is simply the same vector 
rotated by 82 - 8 1 . Therefore, we only need calculate the first left singular vectors along a single 
radial line from the shoulder to the edge of the workspace and, through simple rotation, we can 
obtain them everywhere else in the workspace. Using the Jacobian as written in Equation AS, we 
evaluate, without loss of generality, the composite matrix along they-axis: 
J J-l 1 l ycos8R ysin8R- yRsin6J (0, y) (0, YR) = c---'-.-
k2 Slll <pi< 0 YR cos 8 
(Al3) 
At this point, we assume that the link lengths arc of equal. With k 1 = k2 = k and x = 0, the law 
of cosines can be used to show that y = 2ksin8. Plugging this equation into Equation Al3 
yields: 
(Al4) 
Since this matrix is diagonal, its singular vectors coincide with its eigenvectors which arc the stan-
dard Cartesian axes. For the sake of specificity, let us suppose that the reference posture corre-
sponds to the point ( 0, k) . Then the singular vectors are ( 1, 0) and (I, 0) while their respective 
J 2 2 
singular values are~ and 4~- Y . The singular value associated with (I, 0) is greater than I 
k 3k 
at radii greater than k but is less than I at radii less than k. The reverse is true for the other singu-
lar value which is associated with the vector ( 0, I) . These facts, together with the rotational sym-
metry of the Jacohian previously outlined, prove that at radii greater than k, the major axis of the 
pd distribution will be oriented orthogonally to the radial projection ti'om the shoulder, while at 
radii less than k, the major axis will be co linear with the radial projection. 
Note that while this result was proven for a uniform distribution of spatial pels at a distance 
k from the shoulder, the same general result will hold if a uniform distribution exists anywhere 
within the workspace. The only difference will lie in the radius at which the alignment of the 
major axis switches its orientation. Further, although the analytical result is only strictly true 
when the link lengths are equal, it still serves as a very good approximation when the link lengths 
differ by the amounts that arise when dealing with primate limbs. 
When assuming a uniform distribution in the internal space, a singular value decomposi-
tion of J ( e, <p) itself will reveal the major axes of the spatial distributions as well as their skew-
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ing. Comparison of the singular values of J(8, <p) with the singular values of 
.}(8, <p)T1 (8R, <pR) shows that the spatial distributions generated by the assumption of a uni-
form internal distribution arc, in general, far more skewed than those generated by the assumption 
of Figure 7B. 
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